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Who will it be?
The CFF takes sides on the outcome
of the NBA Finals -sEESPORTS,A6
Education
/II

Kilbride defends $20,000 salary
President says SGA officials earn. pay
KERRI ANNE RENZULLI
Staff Writer

It doesn't require a lot of
imagination to compare the
StudentGovenunentAssociation president to a
mayor.
Both positions are
responsible for a certain
population and must
ensure they are doing the
best for that community,
but sometimes the SGA

president earns more than
the elected official.
SGA president Michael
Kilbride, a senior finance
major, receives a yearly
salary of $20,000. An
income that is nearly $8,600
more than that of Deltona
Mayor Demiis Mulder's
$11,401 salary, but one that is
seven times less than
Orlando Mayor Buddy
Dyer's salary of $141,521.
"Mayors of these cities,

especially the smaller ones,
often have other jobs or
holdings which can help
provide," Kilbride said. "I
don't have another job. I am
in this office over 40 hours
a week, and I am a full-time
student. It's my job to listen
and be available to students.
If I didn't get paid, I wouldn't be able to be here as
much as I am. I would be
PLEASE SEE
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UCF Student Government Association President Michael Kilbride,above, says he
earns his $20,000 salary with the amount of time he gives to the students.
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together for the 2010 FIFA World Cup.
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laud alum's generosity
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Contributing Writer

In a state lmown for its thunderstorms, a UCF graduate used a different kind of storm to be named
the 2010 Mentor of
the Year by the Professional
Selling
Program at the university.
Bill Peppler, an
associate vice president of SkillStorm, a
company that spe- Peppler
cializes in consulting and outsourcing, received the
honor in May from the program,
which is part of the Business
Administration's Department of
Marketing.
The award was voted on by the
students of the program in recognition of Peppler's outstanding mentor abilities and eagerness to lead
students in the direction ofsuccess.
The competitive and limited
program accepts about 32 students
who are looking for careers in sales
and marketing, according to a
release.
The program's students are
offered a mentorship opportunity
as they are paired with sales professionals who offer their guidance
and lmowledge of the sales industry.
SkillStorm is a platinum sponsor
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Breaking
news on
your cell
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Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.
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HOW TO IMPROVE
YOUR JOB SEARCH
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Career Services will be holding a
workshop to teach students how
to improve their job searches with
better resumes, cover letters and
thank you letters.The event will be
,held today at Career Services (FC7F} Ferrell Commons, Room 185-(
from 3 p.m.to 4 p.m.
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~im Greer, former chairman of the
jlepublican Party, was arrested
Wednesday morning. The 47-year,old has been charged with one
count of organized scheme to
defraud. .

EX-SCHOOL OFFICIAL
SENTENCED TO THREE
YEARS IN PRISON
Beverly Gallagher,a former
member of the Broward County
school board, has been sentenced
to three years in federal prison for
accepting $12,500from FBI agents
posing as construction contractors.
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Ramenredux
Columnist Daniel Ralleo
shows how ramen can be
more than just noodles in a
carton.
See, A9
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FIEA students reveal game on iTunes
BRANDON HAMILTON
Contributing Writer

Recognized ,nationally for its academics
and athletics, UCF may be lmown for something else in the future - video game production.
The Florida Interactive Entertain-

ment Academy is UCF's graduate gamedevelopment program located in Downtown
Orlando.
According to the FIEA website, the academy te~ches artists, programmers and producers the techniques, tools and skills that you
wouldn't get in a traditional degree program.
FIEA was also designed to mimic the production environment of an actual gaming studio.
"FIEA is a video game development boot
camp. It's a pla_c e to go to practice a large
amount of video game development over a
short period of time," said Jay Weatherstone,
25, who is in his first year at FIEA on the programming track.
Faculty member Ron Weaver echoed
Weatherstone's statement.
"[FIEA] is an opportunity to bridge the
large knowledge gap between students and
experienced game developers," Weaver said.
Weaver has been a faculty member at FIEA
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FIEA students Jay Weatherstone, left, and Alex Howell play their
game, Revelations, on the newly released iPad.
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News and notices for

the UCF community

Find the perfect job
with the perfect tools
Career Services is
offering students the
opportunity to improve
their job search by teaching them how to write
applications, cover letters
and thank you letters.
This is essential if you
want to distinguish yourself from others when
competing for a job.
Held today from 3 p.m
to 4 p.m. at Career Services (FC-7F) in Ferrell
Commons, Room 185-C.
Contact Career Services by phone at 407-8232361
or
e-mail
at
career@mailucf.edu.

Learn about retirement
A TIAA-CREF Counseling Session will help
students with information
on retirement. They provide objective advice on
the proper plans and recommended fund selections.
Held tomorrow from 9
a.m to 1 p.m. at Human
Resources.
Contact TIAA-CREF at
800-732-8353 to make an
appointment or send an email
to
benefits@email.ucf.edu.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines

you may have missed

Former chairman of
Republican Party arrested
ORLANDO Jim
Greer, former chairman of
the Republican Party of
Florida, was arrested
Wednesday by the Florida ·
Department
of Law
Enforcement, for allegedly running a scam and
stealing money from the
party.

The 47-year-old Greer
has been charged with one
count
of
organized
scheme to defraud. Greer
resigned in February following reports that surfaced that he spent party
funds on extravagant
hotels, fancy restaurants
and private jets.
Greer and Gov. Charlie
Crist have been longtime
allies, with Crist backing
Greer until he stepped
down four months ago.
Crist's bid for·the U.S. Senate could be affected by
this turnout.

Ex-school official sentenced
to more than three years
FORT LAUDERDALE
- Beverly Gallagher, former Broward County
school board member, has
been sentenced to more
than three years in federal
prison for a bribery conviction at a hearing on
Wednesday.
Gallagher
pleaded
guilty in March to accepting $12,500 from undercover FBI agents pretending to be consultants for
would-be construction
contractors. The 51-yearold Gallagher will report
to prison July 2.
Although Gallagher
apologized at her hearing,
prosecutors said she used
her public position for private gain.

Young Pensacola girl found
by kayaker Monday evening
PENSACOLA - The
body of 4-year-old Sydney
White was found in the
water by a kayaker, 100
yards away from Perdido
Key on Monday evening.
White was found following her mother's
screams for help. The
Escambia County rescue
workers and Gulf Islands
national Seashore rangers
responded by searching
around the area
White was taken to a
Pensacola hospital, where
she was pronounced dead.
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UCF reaches out to students 1 BE PREPARED
to help prepare for hurricanes I

ic and Atmospheric Adminis- 1
tration.
News Editor and Contributing Writer
* Notify your family where you will be for
Students must opt in to
receive the text messages and
the duration of the storm.
Hermine, Otto and Fiona e-mails through MyUCF. An . * Items should be moved away from
will not be welcomed names _e mergency contact can also
windows. All important data should be
in Florida this year. These be added to receive important 1 electronically backed up and computers
names will be used to classify information in the event of a
tumedoff.
tropical storms and hurri- hurricane or emergency.
* Students who drive on campus may
About 10,000 students live
canes in the 2010 season
want to move their cars to agarage and fill
on campus and in UCF affiliwhich kicked off Tuesday.
up their tanks to full with gas.
According to the National ated housing as of fall 2009,
* Use battery-powered lighting only, such
Hurricane Center, a hurricane according to the Institutional
as flashlights.
is a low-pressure system that Research's fact book
Those students living onis accompanied by thunderDIFFERENT TYPES OF SYSTEMS:
storms. Conditions can com- campus would receive inforTropical
depression - Organized
bine to produce violent winds, mation from their resident j
systein
of
clouds and thunderstorms with
waves, torrential rains and assistants if the campus were
winds
of
38
mph.
in imminent danger.
l
floods.
Tropical
stonn
- Organized system of
Students
living
on
the
main
j
During these months, the
torrid rain, flashes oflightning campus and the Rosen cam- · clouds and thunderstorms with winds of39
and constant watching of pus would be required to j to 73 mph.
tropical activity in the Gulf of leave their residences and ' Hurricane- An intense tropical weather
Mexico and Atlantic Ocean report to a designated shel- '. system of strong thunderstorms with a
will become daily occur~ ters, according to the Depart- 1 well-defined circulation and maximum
rences.
ment of Housing and Resi- · winds of74mph.
"As we approach the start of dence Life information sheet. :
the 2010 Atlantic hurricane
A major hurricane or i Ahurricane is divided into five categories.
season, we want all residents threat to the area could also be j Category 1- 74to 95mph
;md visitors (including stu- grounds for campus closing. 1 Category 2- 96 to 110mph
dents) to ensure they have a
"If a serious storm or hurri- j Category 3- 111 to 130mph
disaster plan should our state cane threatens our region, the
Category 4- 131 to 155Qlph
be impacted by a storm," said governor and I have the
Category 5- Greater than 155mph
Lauren McKeague, who serves aut:p.ority to cancel classes or
- NHC.NOAA.GOV
as the external affairs deputy close campuses," President l
officer for the Florida Division John Hitt said in a message
of Emergency Management.
from the Office of Emergency l The National Oceanic Atmospheric
. Association is projecting a70 percent
If Central Florida were Management.
threatened by a hurricane, stuIn August 2006, tropical
probability ofthe following ranges:
dents and faculty would be storm Ernesto threatened the ·
notified.
Central Florida area and ,
* 14 to 23 named storms (top winds of39
The UCF Office of Emer- forced UCF officials to close ;
mph or faster), including:
gency Management's website the campus for a day.
I * 8to 14 hurricanes (top winds of74 mph
states that there are five
McKeague also recomimmediate ways that students mends that students prepare a 1 or faster), of which:
* 3to 7could be major hurricanes
and faculty will be notified of disaster supply kit with items '
an emergency situation such they may already have or with . (Category3,4 or 5;winds of at least 111
inexpensive items.
! mph)
as a hurricane.
One of those ways will be
These items include water,
the UCF home page, which non-perishable food, a frrstwould become an emergency aid kit, a battery-powered
home page that will provide radio, a flashlight and extra ered radios and adequate
gasoline in their cars. They
updates, instructions and batteries.
information for the UCF comOn Tuesday, the Florida were less likely to say they
munity
Division of Emergency Man- have sufficient water and ice
Other ways include four agement released results from currently on hand."
outdoor sirens around cam- the 2010 Hurricane PreparedIn 2009, nine named
, pus which will produce a tone ness Survey and found that, storms formed, including
followed by a voice message, a "In general, Florida residents three hurricanes, two of
UCF ALERT text message said they are well-prepared which were major hurricanes
that will provide instructions for the aftermath of a hurri- at Categvry 3 strength or high· about the emergency, an cane or other disaster. People er, according to NOAA
emergency e-mail sent to were most likely to say they
UCF Hurricane Resources
Knights e-mail accounts and have emergency lighting, recommends students check
the distribution of weather important papers, prescrip- the UCF News & Information
radios by the National Ocean- tion medicines, battery-pow- website, http://news.ucf.edu.
The updates
will
provide
information on
campus closings, shelters
and any damHow a hurricane can affect ooastaJ land:
age, according
Without banier.
theinpd
to the HurriKiUsmarsh
cane Resources
plants. creates
of slolms reach
and Informaopen water
farther inland
....,_
tion page.
The Atlantic
hurricane season officially
began Tuesday
and ends Nov. 31
For
more
information
and steps you
can follow to
prepare for this
hurricane sea-
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LOCAL WEATHER
TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Expect afternoon thunderPM

storms. South windsaround 7

T-STORMS mph.

High:92°
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

I

The Department of Housing and Residence
Life recommends several steps when a
hurricane is near the campus and in the
event astudent cannot leave their residence:

News.CFF@gmailcom

Low:76°

Tonight: Thunderstorms early in
the evening. South south east
windsat 9 mph.

Friday

High: s9°
SCATTERED STORMS Low: 77°

·saturday

High: s6°
SCATTERED STORMS Low: 77°

The Future is working to
compile information about
organizations and events in
the UCF community for our
calendar on UCFNews.com
and the Around Campus section of the paper.
If you know of any information you or your organization would like us to include,
send
an
e-mail
to
Events.CFF@f1W1com
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Some students think Kilbride earns too much
FROM

Al

here only five or 10 hours a
week, because I would
have to have another job so
I could afford my tuition
and rent"
Kilbride's salary is provided through activity and
service fees and is
approved by SGA. These
fees - $10.64 per credit
hour - amount to the
entire $15.5 million budget
SGA uses to do things like
pay salaries, turn on the
lights in the Student Union
and provide free scantrons.
"Being SGA president is
a lot of responsibility," said
Andrew Vouris, a junior

business major. "It takes
out a lot of their time in
order to fulfill their duties. I
don't think a salary is out of
the question, but a $20,000
salary is a little excessive
for someone who is still in
school"
Kilbride's salary has
drawn criticism from those
who advocate that participation in SGA is a reward in
itsel£
''I think that for a glorified winner of a popularity
contest, that his job should
be more of a service to the
school, and that if we only
had a fraction of that
$20,000 for other things,
we could do so much more

with the school," said Tyler
Teegardin, a junior art history major. "The SGA president doesn't do enough in
one year to deserve that,
and ifhe does, we don't see
it as a student body and it
should be more publicized
in order for us to rationalize
that he deserves it."
· However, UCF is not the
only state university to
offer its SGA officials monetary compensation for the
hours they commit to student government and their
school Other Florida uni·versity SGA presidents also
receive salaries or monetary benefits.
According to the vice

president of the University
of Miami. student government presidents can get a
50 percent discount off the
cost of tuition or a scholarship worth about $17,000.
At the University of
Florida, Steve Orlando, the
director of the UF News
Bureau, says that student
government presidents can
receive a yearly salary of
$8,995, a $150 monthly cell
phone allotment and a
meal card worth up to
$3,000.
Florida State University's SGA presi~ent earns

$725 an hour and works 32 receive monetary compenhours each week, according to Robin Harrison,
FSU's SGA administration
executive program assistant
''I'm in my office until 2
a.m. sometimes, and it is
just me and the janitors,"
Kilbride said. "It's a fulltime job representing
53,000 students to the community. The salary allows
me to do that, to dedicate
myself to this job. It allows
anyone to be president"
Kilbride is not the only
SGA official at UCF to

sation for his position. Several other student government members, including
the vice president and
comptroller, earn salaries
as well. which they feel are
validated by their work
''There are vast responsibilities that come with
being in SGA. We are
responsible to a huge student body, and that takes
time,"
said
Taylor
Lochrane, the SGA vice
president. ''We all work
hard, especially the president, and love what we do:'

Peppler an active alum
beyond just mentoring
-·
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Many students benefit
from seeing professionals
of the Professional Selling work first hand, including
Program.
UCF senior Tyler Wtlson.
Peppler, who was
Wilson
showed
picked out of a pool of enough interest and dedimore than 110 mentors, cation to the sales field
said it was an honor to that he was hired by Skillreceive the award.
Storm.
''What means the most
''I voted Bill Peppler as
is that this award was mentor of the year,
voted by the students," because I learned a lot
Peppler said. "The fact from him with his openthat they voted on it door policy;• Wtlson said.
means the most to me."
"He is a, genuine person
The mentorship pro- who helped me tremengram helps students get dously with sales competi-·
.involved in their careers tion, he gave feedback and
and have hands-on experi- great advice.
ence as well
''I love working for him.
"It is a great opportuni- He invested a lot in me, ·
ty to get your first position and he wants me to sucin sales," Peppler said. ''If ceed."
we are going to hire anyPeppler
became
one, we'd like to hire UCF involved with SkillStorm
students."
because both the presiPeppler, along with dent and vice president
every mentor in the pro- were UCF alumni and his
gram, was assigned a men- past fraternity brothers.
. toree, but he acted as a
"This is one of the reamentor for all of the stu- sons we give back to the
dents.
university;' Peppler said.
Peppler assisted stu- · . Peppler not only shows
dents with mock inter- a professional attitude
views, speed selling, toward his mentorees, but
resume planning, tourna- also to his work at Skillment teams and business Storm.
plan writing sessions. He
"[Bill] is a pleasure to
. also held an open door work with,'' said John
policy at SkillStorm, locat- Mahony, a managing parted near UCF's main cam- ner at SkillStorm. "He is
pus on Rouse Road
constantly pushing him''We opened our doors self: and he puts a lot of
for .every student and time and effort into his
allowed them to watch work. He is always encourand experience us in aging people to come
action," Peppler said.
shadow himself and the
FROM

team to see what we do."
SkillStorm provides
diversified technical services to various organizations nationwide.
The company specializes in information technology, engineering and
project management consulting, outsourcing· and
staff augmentation solu-.
tions.
SkillStorm's client list
includes many Fortune
500 companies.
SkillStorm has 13
offices throughout the
U.S., with corporate headquarters located in San
Diego.
Peppler has a bachelor's degree from UCF and
a master's degree in business management from
Thoy University.
He is an active member
of the UCF Golden
Knights Association and
the UCF Alumni Association, and he sits on the
board of directors for the
UCF Foundation Annual
Fund.
Peppler is also a member of the Central Florida
Internal Association of
Microsoft Certified Partners, the ITT advisory
board, the Winter Park
Tech advisory board, the
Help Desk Institute and
the Central Florida Technology Incubator Initiative.
This year will be his
13th working for SkillStorm.

CFF ARCHIVE .

SGA President Michael Kilbride, above, earns a salary for his time in office. But student government presidents for many
Florida schools, including University of Miami, University of Florida and Florida State University, also receive compensation.
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Team of students planning for more games
FROM Al

since 2005.
In fall 2009, Weatherstone,
along with Alex Howell, Reinaldo Rivera, Amanda Garza and
Bill Sellinger formed Cohart 6
Games to create the multi-player game Revelations.
Listed on Apple's iTunes
App Store, Revelations is a
supernaturally themed actionpuzzle game in which players
try to get seven angels or
demons across the screen into
their opponents' scoring zone.
It can be played alone or using
Bluetooth technology to play
with multiple players. The game
is playable on the newly
released iPad, iPhone and iPod
Touch for free.
"We wanted something you
could pick up really quick. We
wanted to give players options
to create a game on their own,"
Howell said.
Howell, in his third semester
at FIEA, served as one of the
designers for the game. His job
included working with Sellinger
designing the themes and rules
of the game.
According to Howell, it was
the team chemistry that got
them through the tedious
process.
A running back for Auburn
University in his undergraduate
years, Howell said the team
mentality on the field is the
same at school.
· "The five of us worked seamlessly together. I couldn't praise
my team enough," Howell said.
After signing up on Apple's
Developer Center, the team
tweaked the game and also took
out some of the original features
to fit the specified rules.
· Weatherstone said there
were a few code signing issues
but that they were able to solve
them using Apple's online documentation and instructions.
According to Howell, a week
after submitting the game to
Apple, the group received an email stating, "Congratulations
your game Revelations is now
available to download on the
iTunes Store".
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Evolving product line boosts sales
The iPhone (200'1) made up a third of Apples sales last year. The iPod
(2001) and other music-related products made up nearly half of Apple's
sales in 2006 but were about a quarter of sales last year.

•iPhone
$50 billion
GEORGE OEHL / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Jay Weatherstone, left, and Alex Howell are
part of a design team at UCF's Florida
Interactive Entertainment Academy that
created Revelations, a game available on
iTunes for the iPad, iPhone and iPod Touch.

Revelations began as a group
project in 2009 and since then,
Cohart 6 Games has quickly
made plans for future projects.
Howell said he is working on
more titles to release to the
iTunes Store before his graduation.
The best part of the game,
according to Howell, was the
response the group received
from their classmates and
knowing that they created the
game.
''You get what you put in, and
we put in a long two weeks,"
Weatherstone added.
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Conservatives seek federal help after spill
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Ben Brooks, a lawyer
and Republican state senator from coastal Alabama, says he's no fan of big
go~ernment
but
he
expects an aggressive federal response as a gunlcy
oil spill threatens the Gulf
ofMexico.
"There's
nothing
inherently contradictory
in ' saying we believe in
smaller government and
demanding that the govequnent protect public
safety," Brooks said.
~11 along the Gulf
Coast, where the tea party
thrives and "socialism" is
a common description for
any government program,
conservatives who usually denounce federal
activism suddenly are
clamoring for it.
Take Louisiana Gov.
Bobby Jindal, a Republican elected in 2007 when
Democrat Kathleen Blanco opted not to ·seek reelection after she was
widely panned for a bumbling response to Hurricane Katrina two years
earlier.
Since April 20, when a
gulf rig exploded and
blew out an underwater
oil well about 50 miles
south of Louisiana, Jindal
has -been a ubiquitous
presence in the fishing
communities and barrier
islands along his state's
fragile coastline.
He's been out on boats
and up in Black Hawk helicopters, doors open, to
survey the spreading,
rust-colored swath of
crude.
Jindal, a, possible 2012
presidential candidate,
has demanded a stronger
response from the Obama
administration, accusing
the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers of dragging its
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feet
in
approving
Louisiana's plans for protective berms - a plan
that took three weeks to
approve.
"This oil threatens not
only our coast and our
wetlands, this oil fundamentally threatens our
way of life in southeastern Louisiana," Jindal said
last week.
Jindal is a fiscal conservative who made headlines last year by rejecting
some federal stimulus
money, then distributing
other stin:mlus funds by
handing out oversized
cardboard checks to local
officials.
Louisiana State University political science
professor Kirby Goidel
said Jindal's.call for larger
federal involvement in
the oil spill management
contradicts the governor's usual persona.
"He's governor largely
because of Katrina,"
Goidel said. "He knows
that it's important to get
out on top of it and be
clear if the federal government is not doing
what it's supposed to do.
It's important for people
to know that."
Goidel said he's not
surprised small-government
conservatives.
would seek help from
Washington in a disaster
that threatens the Gulf's
water quality and everything that depends on it,.
from the shrimping
industry to tourism.
"I think it's a pretty
predictable
response: .
'We've got a problem
that's beyond our control.
Get the federal government in here to take control,"' Goidel said.
In Mississippi, Republican Gov. Haley Barbour
- another potential presidential candidate in 2012
- advocates limited gov-

ernment and brags that
his
fellow
citizens
"hitched up our britches"
to recover from Katrina,
even as he lobbied for billions of federal dollars for
everything from debris
removal to expansion of a
state port.
Barbour has not called
f~r a larger federal
response to the oil spill.
He said Tuesday that
the first oil had appeared
on one of Mississippi's
barrier islands, near
Alabama - a caramelcolored streak about
three feet wide and two
miles long.
He said additional vessels would be used to
gather and absorb oil.
"This no reason for
anybody to panic," Barbour said Tuesday.
Barbour, who headed
the Republican National
Committee from 1993 to
1997 and is current chairman of the Republican
Governors Association,
declined to take any potshots at Democratic President Barack Obama, even
hours after Obama criticized himself and said he
was ·w rong to believe oil
companies were prepared
to deal with a massive
spill.
"I'm not going to criticize the president for
political · reasons," Barbour said. "I don't think it
serves any purpose. I
don't think' it would be
fair."
A bipartisan group of
attorneys general from
Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama and Florida sent Obama a letter
May 6 asking for federal
help in documenting
information about oil
company
BP
PLC's
response to the blown
well.
"We recognize that BP
has stated publicly that it

will live up to its obligation to pay all claims arising from this environmental and economic
disaster. We hope that BP
will," the five attorneys
general wrote. "But we
would be remiss in our
responsibilities if we did
not consider the possibility that enforcement or
litigation efforts may be
required in the future."
Florida Attorney General Bill McCollum, who
is in a Republican primary for governor, posted
the letter on his state
website, with other information about the oil spill.
"This has been a tragic
event, and our environment and several local
economies still hang in
the balance," McCollum
says on the site. "I remain
committed to ensuring
British Petroleum and any
other responsible parties
do everything necessary
· to make Florida whole."
In coastal Mississippi,
Republican state Rep.
Steven Palazzo has been
critical of the federal government, including what
he sees as an intrusive
role in a health care overhaul that he - like many
conservatives calls
"Obamacare."
As he runs for Congress in a district that
relies on shipbuilding,
tourism and the seafood
industry, Palazzo says
Washington should do all
it can to protect the Gulf
of Mexico.
He said his stance does
not contradict his advocacy of limited government.
"This is not only an
economic nightmare but
it's an ecological one as
well," Palazzo said. "We
cannot
spare
any
resource."
Brooks, the Alabama
senator, · said the oyster
fishermen, shrimpers and

Feds approve new
Gulf oil well off La.
MIKE BAKER

son, Ariz.,-based Center
for Biological Diversity,
after a reporter told him
Federal regulators of the new permit. "How
approved Wednesday is it that shallow water
the first new Gulf of drilling
suddenly
Mexico oil well since became safe again?"
President
Barack
Bandon Oil and Gas
Obama lifted a brief ban first sought the permit
on drilling in shallow in April shortly after the
water, even while deep- Deepwater
Horizon
water projects remain exploded and sank. The
frozen after the massive permit was approved
BP spill.
Wednesday morning,
The Minerals Man- according to MMS
agement Service grant- records.
ed a new drilling permit
Suckling said the
sought by Bandon Oil administration was mis. and Gas for a site about leading the public by
50 miles off the coast of quietly resuming work
Louisiana and 115 feet in shallow waters while
below the ocean's sur- acting as if it was taking
face. It's south of Rocke~ a tough look at deepwafeller State Wildlife ter work.
Interior Secretary
Refuge and Game Preserve, far to the west of Ken Salazar said in a
the Deepwater Horizon news release Sunday
oil rig that triggered the that the extended moratorium on deepwater
BP spill.
Obama last week drilling was needed to
extended a moratorium provide time to impleon wells in deep water ment
new
safety
like the BP one that requirements.
blew out a mile below
"With the BP oil spill
the surface in April and still growing in the Gulf,
is gushing millions of · and investigations and
gallons of oil. But at the reviews still under way,
same time, the presi- a six month pause in
dent quietly allowed a drilling is needed,
three-week-old ban on appropriate, and prudrilling in shallow water dent," Salazar said. He
to expire.
.
said the term· "deepwa"I'm outraged," said ter" referred to drilling
Kieran Suckling, execu- at depths of 500 feet or
tive director for the Tue- greater.
Associated Press

deck hands in Mobile
County, Ala., depend on
the Gulf and he believes
the government should
handle the oil spill as it
would any ' public safety
issue - quickly and with

all the resources needed.
"These are hardworking, good people," Brooks
said. "They have to work
to take care of their families and pay the rent and
buy the groceries."
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You must be registered with eBay for a
.· minimum of 2 years and have at least
100 positive feedback.
Your feedback must also be 96-100%
positive to qualify for this position.
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$1

Taste around our new small plates
menu of 30 items from just s3

Then this might be the job for you. We
are· an Electronics wholesale company
who is seeking eager eBay sales reps.
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NATIONAL

SPORTS

WRAP

Track a Field

UCF sends 3 to vie for national titles
NICOLE SAAVEDRA
Staff Writer

BASEBALL

MARLINS SELLING TICKETS TO
HALLADAY'S PERFECT GAME
MIAMI - Sorry you weren't there for
Roy Halladay's perfect game?You can
be.
The Florida Marlins are putting tickets
on sale for Halladay's gem - as
souvenirs, at face price. Buy one, and
they'll even count you in the official
paid attendance.
Halladay pitched the Philadelphia
Phillies over the Marlins on Saturday
night. It was the 20th perfect game in
major league history, and the crowd
was announced at 25,086.
Marlins president David Samson said
Tuesday the team sold more than 3,000
tickets in the first four hours they were
available. Marlins tickets range from
$12 to over $300, y.,ith many of them
under$25.
''We are not misleading anybody, no
one is buying aticket thinking they are
going to the game,"Samson said.
''Nobody is saying, 'Oh, my God, I
wonder who wins?'So it's not as if there
-is any con~umer fraud that is going on'.'
Halladay, who was in Atlanta for the
Phillies' series with the Braves, smiled
when asked about Florida's ticketselling plan.
"It's crazy;'the right-hander said,
adding that he didn't plan to buy any
for himself.
The Marlins are currently last in the
National League in attendance,
averaging 16,764 a game. They only
draw more than Toronto and Cleveland
in the majors.
"I certainly would not-have expected
that a team doing it's job - we are a
team with a low revenue ... trying to
raise revenue, Iwould not have
expected this to get any attention;'
Samson said.
The tickets will remain on sale until
the end of the season. The Chicago
White Sox sold souvenir tickets to Mark
Buehrle's perfect game after he pitched
one at home last July, though the
souvenir stubs did not count in the
attendance figure.

BASKETBALL

WADE RESTING,TO MAKE
HEAT FREE AGENT WISH LIST

•

•
•
•

MIAMI - Dwyane Wade is going to
Chicago.
Relax, Heat fans - the trip is just to
start thinking in earnest about his
future.
After settling four court cases Tuesday
and calling it a"huge relief"to have
some of his many legal issues now
• settled, Wade said he finally can afford
a bit of time for himself.
So on Wednesday, he'll be back home
in Chicago, for both a reunion with his
two young sons and to start thinking
about what awaits when the NBA free
agency window opens July 1.
"No question, Iwill be able to, even
though I've still got the other things to
handle;'Wade told The Associated
Press. "But Iwill be able to start
focusing on my wish list, focusing on
the things Iwant to do for my future.
Even though I've still got other things
to worry about, this kind of is a big
burden off my shoulders. Now I'm able
to go to Chicago and focus on
something totally different:'
Wade said he'll now start thinking of
a"wish list'' of players he'd like the
Miami Heat to consider signing. He told
the AP in April he thinks he and
Cleveland's LeBron James - another
likely free-agent-to-be - would play
well together, and it's nearly a lock that
the Heat will take a run at trying to woo
James away from the Cavaliers.
Wade has spent his entire seven
seasons with the Heat, who could pay
him about $30 million more than any
other team. He said Tuesday he hasn't
called any other potential free agents
yet. He will, and soon.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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COURTESY UCF ATHLETICS

Jackie Coward is one of three Knights that will be looking for a national
championship next week when she travels to Oregon next weekend.

The UCF women's
track team kept its season
alive this weekend, thanks
to strong performances at
the NCAA East Regionals
that kept three Knights in
pursuit of national titles.
Freshman
Sonnisha
Williams and sophomores
Sheila Paul and Jackie
Coward each nabbed a
spot in the NCAA Outdoor Track and Field
· Championships in Oregon
next week.
Williams didn't take
long to snag her spot
when she qualified in the
long jump on Thursday.
Williams saved her
best for last in the event.
As her final preliminary
jump
approached,

Williams was not positioned to make the finals,
but she posted a jump of
6.25 meters that not only
earned her a spot in the
finals, but also gave her
the school and freshman
records. Her jump· held
through the final round
and she finished eighth in
the event, giving her one
of 12 spots in the national
championship.
"It was a very .impressive performance from
Sonnisha Williams as she
qualified for nationals as
well as junior nationals
and broke the school and
freshman records," head
coach Caryl Smith Gilbert
said in a release.
Paul also earned her
ticket to the national
championship in thrilling
fashion. She finished third

in her semifinal heat ofthe
100-meter dash Friday but just barely. She posted
a time of 11.54, just before
Southern Miss' Chastity
Riggien, who finished
with a time of 11.55.
Also on Friday, Coward
finished second in her
semifinal heat, putting
herself in position to earn
her own ticket to nationals
in the 100-meter hurdles.
Coward finished third in
her heat Saturday with a
time 13.11. The time left
her in ninth place overall
and sent her-to nationals.
"Jackie Coward had a
strong performance ~ she
competed up to her ability," Smith Gilbert said in a
release. '½.fter a tough day
[Thursday], she pulled
PLEASE SEE
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THAMES ON A7

o'll it be?
sides
on outcome
of NBA Finals
There's no doubt about it: This year, it's Lady Luck
Lakers poised to repeat
and the guys in green
Thursday is
closer than a lot of
going to be awepeople gave him
some, and not just
credit for, but this is
still Bryant's league.
becauseBum
Notice and Royal
And, unfortuPains return to
nately for Boston,
USA
he knows it
But the NBA
Look no further
Finals kick off as
than
the series
PADRICK BREWER
against
well. You are forPhoenix,
Staff Writer
wherein Bryant had
given if it had
slipped your mind, what with all
a Jamesian performance: Averages of 33 points, seven rebounds
thewonderfullytediouslayofls
during the playofls.
and eight assists.
Anything close to that, and the
It won't be lo~ now. After
some lengthy and not-so-dramat- vaunted Celtics defense won't
ic series, the culmination ofit all
matter.
looms before us with the 12th allThis won't be like the series
time Finals meeting between the
with the Magic. The Boston
Boston Celtics and Los Angeles
defense, for as celebrated as it is,
will have to more than close out
Lakers.
And yes, the Celtics
on 3-point shooters, switch on
screens and throw up hands in
have won nine of the
previousll
the face of shooters.
PLEASE SEE

matchups between
the franchises, but don't expect
this year to follow suit.
You will hear Boston support-.
ers praise the Celtics' teamwork,
cohesion and experience and all
sorts of other things that.sound
like reasonable endorsements.
The good news for Lakers
fans is that those things don't
matter. It's nice to think of the
Celtics frolicking around after
practice, slapping each other on
the shoulders and heading over
to Brian Scalabrine's place for a
cookout.
And maybe Boston has more
camaraderie than Los Angeles.
But the Lakers have more talent,
and that is why they will win a
second consecutive title.
If we have learned anything
from the past six weeks it's this:
Kobe Bryant is the best player in
the NBA Maybe LeBronJames is

BRYANT'S ON A7

Can Kobe

Bryant lift the
Lakersto
conseartive
titles? ·
ASSOCIATED
PRESS
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Let me preface
Russell.
this column by
But there will be
saying I didn't side
no back-to-back
with the luck of
titles for Bryant.
the Irish in 2008.
This title and
I picked the
these playofls
Kobe Bryant-led
belong to the guys
Lakers to win the
in green.
NBA ChampiSince a 125-94
RYAN BASS
onship over one of
ofthe
massacre
Sports Editor
the best all-around
Celtics at the hands
teams in the Boston Celtics that
ofLeBronJames and the Cavaseason.
liers in Game 3 of the Eastern
lwaswrong.
Conference Semifinals, this team
Fast forward to 2010. Boston
has been on a role.
vs. LA once again. The storied
Despite back-to-back hiccups
rivalry once again renewed
against the feisty Orlando Magic,
between the two winningest
the C's have gone 7-2 in their past
teams in league history.
nine games, haven't scored fewer
I won't be mistaken twice.
than 92 points since the opening
It'll be the Celtics in six.
game of the playofls against the
We can all gloat about the
Miami Heat and have found
greatness of
ways to shut down both superBryant, where
stars James and Dwight Howard
he will rank if
as well as make Vmce Carter
he gets his
look everything but invincrble.
fifth champiIn those wins, they've won by
onship ring
average of 13 points and have
and debate
held both the Cavs and Magic
about him being
offenses to fewer than 90 points
mentioned in the in six of those seven games.
same breath as
They have been the hottest
Larry Bird,
team in the playofls the past
Michael
month and won't make the same
Jordan
collapse the Magic did when
and
they met these same C's.
Bill
They are arrogant.
Cocky.
And may even guarantee a
series victory on Twitter (see:
Paul Piece).
But that's okay. Swagger is
needed if you want to be a
champion.
Rajon Rondo went
from a piece of the

,,..
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Bryant's greatness can't be stopped Thames just

FROM A6

People like David
Aldridge - who thinks
there is no ''true favorite"
- are more than wrong;
they are liars. They do a
disservice by putting ideas
out into the general consciousness that are woefully misguided and blatantly stupid
Q!rlte simply, the Lakers have a decided advantage.
Pau Gasol is too good
inside, significantly better
than the shell of Kevin
Garnett and the simmering pot of anger that is
Kendrick Perkins. Boston
had a hard enough time
dealing with the Magic's

attempt in the waning seconds ofthe Lakers' victory
in Game 5, but that shot
belies what an efficient
series he had against
Phoenix.
Artest's true shooting
percentage increased with
each round of the playoffs,
peaking- for now- in
the Western Conference
Finals.
In fact, as a team, the
Lakers have become better offensively with each
passing round of the playoffs.
Boston's lone advantage is hyper-athletic point
guard Rajon Rondo, and
that is all well and good
But with Jordan Farmar, Shannon Brown and

Dwight Howard, who has
no offensive prowess.
Now the Celtics face the
most talented big man in
the game.
Yeah, good luck.
The mercurial Lamar
Odom can show up and
dominate a game, and
Bryant is too good everywhere. And let's not forget
RonArtest.
If Paul Pierce thought it
was aggravating going
against Orlando's Matt
Barnes and Mickael
Peitrus and then banging
into Howard, just wait
until he has to deal with
Artest's menacing and
smothering defense.
A lot has been made of
Artest's wayward 3-point

Sasha Vujacic coming off
the bench, Los Angeles
has its own cadre of athletic instigators who can
make a difference.
Rondo is better than
them, of course, but he
won't be exploiting Los
Angeles the same way he
did the thin batch of point
guards in the East.
You can spend a lot of
time breaking down the
two teams, if that's how
you choose to spend your
time, but the result of this
series is a foregone conclusion.
It's not just that the
Lakers will win, because
they will It will be more
than that.
It won't even be close.

Celtics out to prove age is overrated
FROM A6

lI
I
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puzzle in 2008 to the
entire puzzle for the
Celtics this season, especially in the playoffs.
His speed, quickness
and ridiculous court
vision has raised the level
of this team from wheezing and limping into the
playoffs to flashbacks of
the championship Celtics.
As for the Big Three Paul Pierce, Ray Allen and
Kevin Garnett - they are
not the same as they were
two years ago, with the
exception of Pierce. Allen
is slower at age 35 than he
was at 33, doesn't drive to
the basket as much anymore and is mainly a spot
up shooter from behind
the arc.
Garnett is limited to 18foot jump shots and is
averaging close to 15
points a game in these
playoffs, nearly five points
off his average in 2008.
Pierce is carrying the
trio, nailing game-winning
shots and hitting clutch

,
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Ray Allen, pictured here in the 2008 NBA Finals, and the Celtics are looking to
find some luck from the past against the L.A. L,1kers in the 2010 NBA Finals.

free throws to extend
games and even series. He
and Rondo will be key in
the Finals.
But I'd take the Celtics'
Pierce, Rondo and two
aging superstars over LA'.s
Kobe Bryant and Pau
Gasol, because that's
where it'starts and ends
for the Lakers. Ron Artest
is limited to just a defen-

sive role, Bynum is hurt
and Odom is not a threat
anymore.
Let Bryant go off. He's
going to get his, and not
one player on the Celtics
roster can stop that from
happening, but if you double Gasol inside and use
your height to your
advantage, then Boston
can afford to let Kobe be

Kobe.
For this Boston team,
it's all about proving
everyone wrong. This season is not about three veterans chasing a title that
had eluded them for
years, it's about proving
that age ain't nothin' but a
number.
And that number is 18
- the amount of titles
that storied team would
have.
This is one of the
greatest rivalries in the
history of not just the
NBA, but also all of
sports. It's also been a
one-sided rivalry, with
Boston winning nine of
the 11 titles these two
teams have battled over.
Thursday marks yet
again another rebirth of
that rivalry.
Garnett knew anything
was possible in 2008.
Everything is possible
now.
I'm siding with Lady
Luck on this one.
I've got my clover
ready.

short in discus
FROM A6

through today with a
much better effort. We
will get ready for nationals with Sonnisha, Sheila
;µid Jackie."
Senior Tiki James barely missed earning a second consecutive trip to
nationals. She finished
fifth in her semifinal heat
of the 100 hurdles with a
time of 13.22, leaving her
just two hundredths of a
second short of earning an
at-large qualifying bid.
Although her time
ranked 15th in the East
region, a time of 13.39
would have given her a
national bid if she were in
the West Regional.
"It was a bittersweet
day overall," Smith Gilbert
said in a release. "LaKendra [Thames] twisted
her knee in the discus and
had trouble after that. For
Tiki, she has had three of
four events under 13.30
this season despite missing 11 weeks due to injury.
She was able to qualify for
the USA Championships

this summer, so it will be
exciting for her to get
more races under her belt
and prepare for that."
Thames, a senior, also
just missed qualifying for
the national championship in the discus. She
competed in the national
championship for the
event last year. The top 16
finishers in the event
earned bids, but Thames
fell just outside of that,
finishing 17th with a throw
· of 47.93 meters.
Thames also missed a
national bid in the shot
put. She finished 37th in
the field with a top throw
of14.19 meters.
Eleven Knights competed in the East Regional
and were coming off a
come-from-behind conference
championship
victory, the program's first
since entering Conference

USA
Williams, Coward and
Paul will travel to Eugene,
Ore., to compete in the
NCAA National Championships from Wednesday
to June 13.

••
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Football Fest brings students
togeth~r for the World Cup
ALEXANDER YOUNGBLOOD

• No common rule set; often a
violenl game of the masses

• In early 1800s, English

U1Wersitles take up soccer, but
each school has own set of rules

• Some schools play acconjn_g

Contributing Writer

Historic
milestones
Soccer's ancient origins SFe unknoWfl (games involving
balls fllMI b6fH1 played for more than 3,000 years), but /he
undisputed binhplace of today's SOIX8I' is England.

to more ~-IYl)8 rules

The 2010 FIFA World Cup is right around the comer.
From June 11 to July 11, 32 countries will compete in South
Africa to be proclaimed the world champions.
Much like the rest of the world unites to watch the
event unfold, so too will UCF students, faculty and staff
congregate as part of the International Football Fest at the
Barbara Ymg Center.
Knights can expect to watch games throughout the .
World Cup on the International Service Center's 150-inch
projection screen. Food, refreshments and prizes will
also be given away to students who attend.
According to Rocky Blesso, the cultural programmer
for the ISC, UCF has about 1,600 international students
who come from more than 120 different countries.
During the 2006 World Cup, International Services
held a similar event, Blesso said. At some games, attendance was more thanl00 UCF Knights of all nationalities.
''No matter what is going on in the world with respect
to politics, religion or conflict, the World Cup is a great
- time for people to get together to celebrate and appreciate cultural differences," Blesso said. "The event is
<;tesigned to be social but als_o educational in that it promotes health and exercise."
"I'm a big football fan," said Benjamin Slaughter, a senior anthropology major. "I'm team USA all the way, but I
trunk it will be great to see some games with people from
other countries."
The Barbara Ymg Center will be open for many games
on weekdays and will have a special showing of the
World Cup Final on July 11.
The idea behind the International Football Fest is to
offer an opportunity for students to mingle in a diverse
environment united by their love of country and their
love of soccer.
"Students were able to show national pride, make new
friends and learn about other cultures," Blesso said of the
PLEASE SEE

• London clubs and schools issue first
set of rules, forming London Football
Associallon; supporters of rugby school
rules split from new group

Ealtfballs . .

..

• Early balls were inflated
COW or pig bladders

-

• First intemational match
(England vs. Sootland)
• Bladders made of r\lbber
• Heavy brown leather coating,

•

heavy stitching; bounce easily,
good for kicking, painful to head

• Arst professional soocer
players In England

• Water absorption made ball heavy

J-

Eady seccer boot

• Rrst full-time pro league,
kl/lguematches
I"

l-

• lntemational governing
body FIFA formed

~

y

• By 1900, socoer boots were a recogniZable entity and
not just modified footwear adopted from other sports

• Players often wore·boots in the shower prior
to a game to make them lit perfectly

• First time in Olyryli>iC Games

,. ' :1:920
• Professionalism comes to
conlinental Europe, then to
South America around 1930

• First World Cup held ill

UrUQ!lay; 13 countries enter

The U.S.Men's National Team

t'

will start its World Cup

campaign against England on
June 11.

FEST ON A9
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Tips for beating hunger on the cheap

ASSOCIATED PRESS

American fans can catch U.S.star Landon Donovan and the rest of the squad at
the International Services Center's Football Fest during the World Cup.

Fest will feature
150-inch screen
FROM A8

last International Football
Fest.
And although the first
game is still a week away,
some students are already
excited for the World Cup
and the International Football Fest.
"I'm really stoked for
the World Cup;' said Brent
Barnhart, a senior literature major. "It will be awesome to watch some
games at the school with
other fans at the Football
Fest."
The World Cup has a
rich history.
The tournament has
been held every four years,
except during World War
II, since 1930.
The current World Cup
champion is Italy, which
won in 2006.
With thousands in
attendance and millions

more watching in their
home countries, the World
Cup is one of the largest
sporting events in the
world.
This year's tournament
is history-making as it will
be the first World Cup
. held in Africa.
For those that are worried about how they can
get their soccer fix when
the World Cup ends, International Services has a
round-robin tournament
during International Education Week in November
of each year.
Prizes for some of the
games. will be given out
during halftime.
For more information
and a schedule for the
International Football Festival,
visit
www.intl.ucf.edu.
For
more information of the
2010 FIFA World Cup go to
www.fifa.com/worldcup.

No doubt collegiate life
will inevitably introduce
one to the midnight marvels of cold pizza and
peanut butter sandwiches
for dinner. We all face the
same dilemma: cooking
with no time, space or
money.
You have four hours
until an assignment deadline, three square feet of.
counter space and just
more than $2 to spend on
dinner. Great, your stomach just began making
uncontrollable hunger
spasms. What do you do?
Perhaps preparing a
well-balanced, cheap and
tasty meal may seem more
unattainable than passing
college algebra with an A.
However, all of the
potential tastiness starts at
the grocery store. With an
overwhelming selection,
sometimes it is easy to get
lost in the mess of fresh
produce and meats and
just grab something from
the deli
Here are a few tips to
keep in mind when gro,cery shopping for the
week.

L Don't go grocery
shopping on an empty
stomach. Most of us have
the desire to go to the grocery store while we are
hungry, much like going
out to eat. However, pushing that shopping cart
while hungry is similar to
driving under the influence: you're not in the
right state of mind.
you
will
Plus,
inevitably eat half of your
loot while unpacking the
contents of the plastic
bags when you get home.
2. Make a list. There's
always the desire to aimlessly wander the aisles
and
throw
random
munchies into the cart. A

Contributing Columnist

list helps ensure you get
everything you need, and,
most importantly, that you
stay on budget.
There have been
countless times where I
have gotten back in the car
and realized that I left
with a jar of salsa but no
tortilla chips.
3. Shop at a low-cost
grocery store. I would
rather not name names,
but we all know what our
less-expensive option is. I
always rolled my eyes
when my mother told me
not to go to certain grocery stores, but there is
actually a huge difference.
Cheez-It Crackers at
expensive grocery store:
$3.99; at the inexpensive
grocery stores: $2.89.
They are litel'.ally the
same product. You do the
math.
4. One word: generic!
Buy store brand or generic products. There are a
few items that are not
wise to purchase generic
(like a good quality olive
oil) but items such as butter, pastas and milk are literally the same products,
but with the added savings
typically between 10 and
35percent.
Share high-cost items
with roommates. There
always seemed to be a
mass shortage of paper
towels,
dishwashing
detergent and garbage
bags when I lived with two
other students.
Take turns purchasing

s.

COURTESY DANIEL RAUEO

Columnist Daniel Ralleo's Ramen college stir-fry is one recipe for students who
are looking for quick and easy meals on a meager budget.

these pricey items or simply split the cost Electronic funds transferring
between
your bank
accounts (don't act like
you're not on the computer anyway) is a convenient
way to ensure that your
roommate actually pays
you back.

An inexpensive recipe
Ramen Noodle Soup
The stereotypical poor
college student's go-to
food. Easily attainable at
literally pennies (17 to 22
cents per package) this
quick-fix meal can be
enjoyed with virtually no
food budget.
This recipe is extremely versatile because you
can manipulate it to suit
your own personal taste.
What happens when you
combine a flavored fat? I
use vegetables but you can
use just about anything.
How does chicken,
shrimp or tofu sound? The
sky is the limit with this
recipe, so be creative and
experiment with a variety
of flavors and new concepts!
Ramen College Stir-fry
Prep and cooking time:

less than 10 minutes

1 package chicken or
vegetable flavored Ram.en
noodles - (22 cents)
1 yellow bell pepper,
diced - prices varies on
the season
1 quarter ofa red onion,
sliced
1 garlic clove
1 tablespoon of butter,
(olive oil if youre watching the weight)
Sliced chives, to garnish

Salt and pepper, to taste
Melt 1 tablespoon of
butter or olive oil in a skillet under medium heat
and add yellow peppers
and red onions.
Saute for four minutes,
then add garlic clove with
salt and pepper to taste.
Once bell peppers are
tender to the touch combine one cooked package
of Ramen noodles and
app;roximately half of the
broth from the Ram.en
Let reduce for 2 minutes.
The butter or oil combined with the flavored
broth creates a velvety
sauce.
· Garnish with sliced
chives and enjoy!
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There's so much in

life worth celebrating: anniversaries, reunions, triumphs - big and small.

And Walt Disney World" Resort makes it easy for you to magnify those moments.
Just go to DisneysCelebrationCentral.com today and see what magic is waiting ~specially for Florida Residents.
Make this the year to dream big. .. wish hard . . . and celebrate at the place where dreams come true.
\
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What will you celebrate?
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OUR STANCE

UCFwinsby
picking Waldrop
Y

ou lmow that feeling
you get when you
think you may have
found that perfect someone?
Someone who makes you
feel all cozy and safe, so
when you go to bed at night
you lmow you're going to
wake up to a better tomorrow?
Well, we think President
John Hitt has found that
· special someone.
After a nationwide search
and sifting through 93 applicants, Hitt, along with some
UCF faculty, have chosen
Tony Waldrop as the new
provost to replace Terry
Hickey.
· Welcome to the family,
Waldrop.
We think a better climax
would have been to make
the selection process a Rock
ofLove-esque reality show,
but that's beside the point.
Waldrop may prove to be
one of the better decisions
UCF has made, and we have
high hopes for this new relationship between him and
the school.
For Hitt, this decision
was critical, and the reasons
for it can be traced with a
timeline of events.
First h e had to make
UCF big - low admission

standards, high acceptance
rates, lots of transfer students and before you lmow
it, we are nearly 54,000
strong, the third largest
school in the nation.
That is tuition money
being pumped into the UCF
machine nearly 54,000
times.
Next, Hitt needed quality
to go along with the quantity. What better way to do
that than to make UCF a
research-based school?
And thus, the UCF medical school was born.
To help that cause, we
have Henry Daniell, a
trustee chair and the coordinator of the biotechnology
graduate program. Daniell is
pretty much the Rembrandt
of medical research.
So, now that all is said
and done, the university's
decision comes as no surprise.
Waldrop served as vice
chancellor for research and
economic development at
the University of North Carolina. While there, he was
responsible for 12 university-wide research support
offices and 15 research centers. That job required him
to improve UNC's research
development.

He was also a professor
of cellular and molecular
biology.
Waldrop's educational
background isn't too shabby.
He earned his bachelor's,
master's and doctoral
degree from UNC.
Waldrop then worked at
the University of Illinois for
14 years as an assistant professor before becoming vice
chancellor for research. He
then returned to his old
stamping ground at UNC.
With his research and
medical experience powers
combined, Waldrop became
the chosen one.
. Waldrop represents the
natural direction UCF wants
to take as we become one of
the big dogs.
Where he may lack in
direct administrative experience, he makes up for elsewhere but it is clear that he
is precisely what the university wants.
Hopefully, he is also what
we need, and we are not just
blinded by the beginning of
a relationship where everything is so new and pretty.
Waldrop's new position
doesn't start until Aug. 1, so
as of right now all we can
ask of him is this: don't
break our hearts.

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words;we may edit for length. Submit them online
at www.CentralFloridaFuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.

ON UCFNEWS.COM

WHAT YOU ARESAYING

Arizona law goes too far
CFF I absolutely love your indecisive
approach to immigration ''we feel immigration laws need to b e just as tough as they
are fair." Your statement really clears everything up. rm so tired of everyone telling
Arizona.how they should handle their ·
immigration dilemma. The fe deral government is too dysfunctional and unorganized ·
to figure it out, so states like Arizona had to
take it upon themselves to cut down on the
constant flow of illegal immigrants that
pour into their state on a weekly basis.
Outsiders, like the CFF, might have a different view if they were the ones living on the
border having to deal with family m embers
being killed, hospitals going bankrupt, and
feeling as if they are the foreigner because
they speak English. Everyone acts as if this
law gives police the right to stop someone
on the side of the street and say, "Hey,
you're brown. were taking you back to
Mexico!" I agree that one of the greatest
traits of America is our diverse background, but diversity doesn't m ean admitting hundreds of thousands of p eople who
don't p ay taxes and who don't have any
respect for the country that is giving them
their opportunities. If you think this law is
wrong, then what do you suggest they do?
- AN INTELLIGENT KNIGHT
To anyon e who is outraged over this bill,
consider this. If a person is approached by
an officer after being suspected of a crime
and can not produce identification, it's
called failure to ID and that person is
arrested. The only clarification this bill provides is that local authorities have to report
that p erson to Immigration if they are
found to be in the country illegally. The
racist card that so many keep pulling out in
this debate is irrelevant
- COMMON SENSE

•
•

OK, here it is, so simple even a liberal
college professor can understand. If you are
in the United States illegally, you are not an
immigrant, you are an invader and a law
breaker. There is no such thing as an "illegal immigrant''. illegals cost this country an
enormous amount of m oney daily - the
only p urpose politicians can hope to fill by
allowing them to remain in the country and
thereby grant them amnesty is they will
become voting supporters of the socialist
agenda being promoted by the ever growing governmental regime currently in
power.
- UCF85ALUM

College Cooking Concepts
Tried it.loved it!
- SANDY

What a great addition to the CFF and
wonderful article written by an amazing
chef:)... I lmow what I'm cooking for dinner tonight
-CHELS
DANIEL!!! AHHH! I LOVE IT!
-ADAM

As a generation, we don't
really exist
This is quite possibly the best writing
rve ever seen in the CFF. Keep up the good
work! ·
-MATTD
Great article! As an IT executive who
has been hiring Millennials sin~ 2002, I
have seen firsthand the potential the
Millennias offer society and the workplace.
At first I was very frustrated and almost
fired many of them because they are
indeed unfamiliar to the generations that
come before them. My frustration turne d
into amazement as I chose to observe them
closely to see what made them tick.
Everything you say in your article about
your generation is true and I witnessed it
p ersonally. Unfortunately, the workplace is
leaving a lot on the table by not harnessing
and understanding your potential. As I
speak to organizations across the nation, I
give them concrete steps that I used to
leverage the unique skills and mindset
Millennials bring to workplace. Every generation after yours...
- ALBAIN
I agree - very well written. You had m e
with the title. but I will disagree with your
premise. Like the monikers or not, whatever title you accept or abhor, you are a generation. Generations are identified as much
with beliefs as with shared events. You will
be the first generation that grows up never
knowing a world without the Intem eL.and
that alone is enough to make you distinct
from any generation that came before you.
Even the ab sence of a unified cause or
reb ellion in a sea of complexity and change
is a m essage that will leave its mark to be
interpreted by your successors. And for
everyone's sake, I do hope you go viral!
- IRAS WOLFE

NATE BEELER /THE WASHINGTONEXAMINER

Universities right in
recruiting diversity

'

College fairs are not a
tationbecauseoffearsof
discrimination on campus
new event, but schools
could miss these great
across the country are
opportunities.
moving to modernize
their campuses by attendIt is not fair that a
ing fairs aimed solely at
deserving student might
recruiting gay students.
avoid specific scholarships because of outside
The New York Times
reported on the trend earopinions. Again, implelier this year, but it is
menting events such as
always a good time to talk JERRIANN SULLIVAN the college fairs help set
about making college
the tone that students are
Columnist
campuses more welcomwelcome to attend these
ing to diverse students.
schools without fear of
With every piece on the imporwhat others might think.
tance of equal rights for all college
In addition to receiving helpful
students, we, as a society, are closer
financial aid, students can feel more
to achieving that goal. Ideally, stucomfortable finding or ~iving
dents should feel comfortable applyinformation on gay students and
ing to every single college in the U.S.
organizations on campus. The Tunes
But because that is not yet the case, I
explained how the University of
thought I would highlight some of
Pennsylvania received a lot of attenthe benefits of these new college
tion when the online publication
fairs.
Inside Higher Ed wrote about the
A university sets the tone of its
school's new outreach policy.
campus with its rules, policies and
The arrangement includes taking
procedures. By openly recruiting gay applicants whose college essay idenstudents, these universities are
tifies them as gay and putting them
telling the students - and the world
in tm,!.ch with students and organizations on campus.
- that they will not stand for the
type of discrimination that is unforThe school did so in an attempt to
tunately still present throughout the
make the transition to college easier.
Colleges have been doing it for years
U.S.
Hopefully, as each college moves
- just not based on a student's sexutoward ending useless prejudice
al orientation.
against students, parts of the country
Still, the process could be a little
will follow in its footsteps.
surprising. Attending a school where
Finding a school that is welcomgay and lesbian students ate recruiting of your sexual orientation can
ed could make a student feel more
make the entire process of higher
open and comfortable to receiving
education easier. Recently, scholarthis information, which is the reason
ships and additional financial aid
for having organizations on college
have been created to help pay for
campuses.
I can't imagine not participating
some of the costs of colleges from
groups such as the Point Foundation, in the clubs that have helped me
the League Foundation at AT&T, and become a better student It is only
COLAGE ...:.._ Children of Lesbians
fair that all students feel equally
comfortable joining clubs or organiand Gays Everywhere.
A student who is uncomfortable
zations that help them become suctalking about his or her sexual orien- cessful college graduates.
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.· Do you know UCF
chose a new provost?
TAHLIA BONN

JOSEPH KAILE

Accounting, Senior

Physics,Junior

''Yes, I did."

"No."

COREY JONES
Biology, Senior

''Yes, I do."

"

I

AMANDA GASPELIN

PANKAJ KADWANI

Molecular & Miaobiology, Sophomore

Optics,Junior

ul did not."

"No."

• -:J> •

HIMANSU PATTANAIK
Optics, Senior

"No, I didn't know.''.
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contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

9

9

3

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Cook, as Swiss
steak
7 '111ere never
was a good"
one, according to
Franklin
10 Like many a
head-turner
14 Imposed, as a

tax

Great LCF loMfure! M:lve n
l'KJW $850 month, 2/2 spit pan
w/ otrre bft: Idea rrorrnate
llnJ! Call Eoca @ 407-620-a530
Hamb' Rert off Rouse Rd near
Lhv. 8v, 38R, 2M 1GA, al 1ie

Call Nick@407-810-7622
Tov.rrouse For Reri 2 Bd25 Ba l:xJ1h

Puzzles by Pappocom

2 1

4

Wcud Ike to SUJlease my rocm n
a Furished 4 ~ oolh at

15 Fertility clinic cells
16 Colored
17 Gettingon

18 Musician's
parlance?
20 BuddhiSt
discipline
21 1773 jetsam
23 Wall alternative,
perhaps
24 Billiards player's
parlance?
30 Draft holder
31 Make known
32 Spread out
33 For time eterne
35 Mole user: Abbr.
37 Sailor's •Agreed'.
38 Mechanic's
parlance?
42 Fella
44Westof
Hollywood
45 Bard's "before"
46 Hello or goodbye
49Crime lab
subject
51 Beginning
55 Remodeler's
parlance?
58 Heating device
59 Sudan neighbor:
Abbr.
60 Dust remover
61 Chiropractor's
parlance?
65 Arctic exploration
tool
67 Long-running
reality show,
familiarly
68 ·lzU
69 Syndicate
70 Court defense?
71 Bot. or chem.
72 Ticks off

Carp.JsCrossrgsColege

Stalicn From oo.20'10 - W/.31/11.
$499,tno al indlfiive. I Will. PAY
FIRST MONTH'S RENT. Con1act
01islil @Jsv.tje1224@att.net
or cal (772)529-0'.)38
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r,inflagrat10ns
emporary ruler

By Mark B ickham

3 Right, in a way
4 Junior's junior
5Orlando
newspaper
6 Barely beats
7 Moo goo gai pan
pan
8 Rosary recttal
9 Lustrous fabric
1 OFired wildly into,
as an oater town
11 Where It. 's at
12 Marked with two
lines
13 Fabric meas.
19 Some friendly
greetings
22"Bingo!'
25 Covered tor a
crony, perhaps
26 Fungus-alga
unions
27 Onetime apple
spray
28 In high spirits
29 Inspect

34 Dream state
acronym
36 Abso ...-~
'"""• as a
cost
38 Desktop image
39 Detroit's founder
40 Garbage
'.;{, site
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Last issue solved

4 1 Congers, e.g.
42 Google Earth
image
43 According to
47 Badger at the

48 £\;~ks 1,
50 Adept type
52 Hook, for one
53 One who pulls a
scam
54 Pinhead
dancers?

56 Antique phone
features
57 City near
Syracuse
61 Profession,
casually
62 Flap
63 Voting "nay"
64 Ornamental
carp
66 Centimetergram-second
un It
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FREE
MISSION*
5pm

tlpm

"~pm
~pm
12:05 pm

PLORIDA PlllDI
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Jessica Mendoza
Natasha watley .
Caltlln Lowe
Andrea Duran
Kelly Kretschman
Lauren Lappin
UF Standout:
Francesca Enea
tl

l..ll..11

MU I Y
Olympic Gold Medalist
Cat Osterman

·t

Pride Roster Includes
US Olympians:

E!

*First 200 fans at the gate with this Ad
receive FREE ADMISSION to any
Venezuelan series game
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Do you want to get
news and updates
from the Central
Florida Future?

Grab your ~ell phone.

Select messages on your
main menu

Reply A to set alert.
Write a new text message,
"UCFNEWS"

4•

,s

Send this message to 44636
(41NFO).

Reply A and begin receiving
• news alerts about UCF!

•
•
•
•

(tnttal Jfuriba ,Uturt
The Student Newspoperat UCF since 1968

f1ii11 Receive FREE, real-time news and alerts on your cell phone ·from the Central Florida Future. Just text a keyword, like UCFNEWS,
.QI to 44636. For a list of other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in the know while on the go!
text messaging rates apply _ _--""?T_ _ _ _ _ __ _~
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